Segment:
Line nr:
Line name
Version:
Material:
Ltd:

Creativity
23
OPERA
GMT
St. steel
No

code:
KW23-11
KW23-12
KW23-13

Inox/ Black Dial
Inox/ Metal Brown Dial
Inox/ Dark Blue Dial

History
It was one of the most fertile periods in contemporary Italian cinema and saw the explosion of
celebrity culture. The economic boom helped to encourage new fashions, fun and rejection of the
rules.
American films depicted and at the same time acted as a catalyst for this vast social mosaic.
Famous stars from Hollywood moved the sets to Rome. Via Veneto filled up with stars, nobles,
Eastern princes and billionaires.
Fiat 500 and Vespa scooter were already symbols of those years as well as shapes and lines were
smooth, curve, soft.
“La dolce vita” by Fellini told the story and paved the way, creating a legendary scene
The Visconti ROMA 60's collection intends to celebrate those year, with a timeless, fascinating
watch.

Note
Opera Watch has a very special dial, which is multilayer: top dial is hanged up the ground

level

with a couple of harms.
Visconti has been able to join technical complexity of the watch, with beautiful design, keeping
itself faithful to its Italian Design DNA and being able to offer an important watch at a very
competitive price.
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Technical Features
Movement

Automatic Swiss Made ETA2893-2 (21 jewels)/SW330
(25 jewels), 28.800 A/h.
Adjusted to 4 positions, average rate 0 ±15 sec./day.
Power reserve: approx. 42 hours.
Dimensions: Ø 25.60 mm.
Thickness 4.10 mm.

Functions

Gmt: HH, MM, sweep seconds.
Date at 6 o'clock.
24h GMT hands and rotating inner bezel for 24 time zones
(city/zone).

Case

Dimensions

Waterproof to
Dial

Hands
Strap/Bracelet

Stainless steel AISI316 case three pieces’ case, satin-finished
with polished details.
Crown at 4 o'clock.
Rotating bezel crown at 2 o'clock.
Box sapphire crystal.
Screwed bezel and screwed on place stainless steel backcover.
Diameter 43.50 mm
Thickness 13.20 mm
Overall dimensions at crown 47.80 mm
Height 51.80 mm
10 ATM
Black ton sur ton; blue and white stamping.
Galvanic nickel roman numeral at 12 o'clock.
Multi-level dial with three polished supports to hold up the
upper dial.
Rotating inner bezel with 24 cities standing for time zones: by
rotating this ring it is possible to check the time for all the time
zones referring to the choosing time.
Hands to an exclusive Visconti design: skeleton hours and
three-dimensional minutes.
Flush central second hand.
Leather.
Exclusive Visconti satin-finish stainless steel buckle.
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